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Abstract. The current study investigates the influence of perceptions regarding 
competence, humanness and dialogue quality on how consumers feel about chat-
bots in service encounters. The results of an experiment with two chatbots 
(N=116) highlight the importance of competence relative to perceiving the agent 
as being human-like, whereas the influence of dialogue quality is less clear. These 
results contribute to our understanding of the importance of chatbot perceptions 
for service encounters – in which users have specific tasks to fulfil. Recommen-
dations for future research are also made. 
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1 Introduction 

Interactions between companies and consumers are increasingly shifting from a human-
driven towards a technology dominant landscape [1], and conversational agents in the 
form of chatbots are widely seen as an important next step in how service encounters 
will be shaped. As the systems powering chatbots are substantially more sophisticated 
than earlier dialogue systems [2] and the drive towards conversational interfaces is turn-
ing into a priority for several groups within scientific and development communities 
[3], it becomes increasingly important to shed light on what drives consumers attitudes 
towards these conversational agents in real-life contexts. This need becomes even more 
pressing given recent reports suggesting high failure rates and limitations of current 
chatbot implementations in messaging apps [4, 5], which highlight the need to prioritize 
efforts in the development of these agents. This paper aims to contribute to this need to 
prioritize efforts, and explores potential drivers for attitudes towards a conversational 
agent in a service encounter. More specifically, we investigate the relative importance 
of perceived dialogue quality, competence, and human-like attributes on how positive 
the users will be towards the chatbot. 
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2 Methodology 

This experiment was part of a larger study conducted with two chatbots differing in 
terms of design-cues: (1) a human-like agent, interacting with users using informal lan-
guage style and a human name, and (2) a machine-like agent, interacting using com-
puter-like language, and non-human name. Both agents were built using API.ai for nat-
ural language processing and intent recognition, and published using the Microsoft Bot 
Framework. Participants in the experiment (N = 116, recruited via Mechanical Turk 
and residents in the United States) were instructed to interact with the chatbot to change 
the address of an order interacting with a virtual agent as if on Facebook Messenger.  

The participants then answered questions regarding how much they perceived the 
chatbot to be human-like (M = 3.83, SD = 1.77, measured on a 7-point scale based on 
[6]), competent (M = 8.17, SD = 2.45, on a 10-point scale derived from [7, 8]), and 
their attitudes towards the chatbot (M = 5.83, SD = 1.51, on a 7-point scale from [9]). 
Moreover, participants evaluated the dialogue quality (M = 5.23, SD = 1.33, on a 7-
point scale from [10]) and we manually retrieved from the logs the number of turns in 
the interactions between the participant and the chatbot (M = 8.13, SD = 3.64) and 
success (94%, defined as the address being correctly changed in the system). Age (M 
= 33.21, SD = 10.20), gender (55.2% female) and type of agent (49.14% interacted with 
the human-like agent) were used as control variables.  

3 Results  

OLS regression results, as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. OLS Regression Results for Attitudes towards the Chatbot. 

Variable Coefficient SE Standardized 
Coefficient 

Effect Size 
(η2) 
 

Anthropomorphism .23*** .06 .27 .11 

Competence .35*** .05 .52 .28 

Dialogue Quality .20† .10 .18 .04 

Interaction Turns -.02 .02 -.05 .01 

Success -.06 .35 -.01 .0002 

Age .01 .01 .04 .004 

Female -.15 .16 -.05 .01 

Chatbot type .005 .17 .001 . 

Intercept 1.17† .60   
† p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 

 
The results indicate that both perceiving the agent as human-like and as competent 

significantly influence the attitude that participants expressed towards the agent in a 
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service encounter. The standardized coefficients and effect sizes suggest that compe-
tence has a stronger effect than perceiving the agent as human-like. Interestingly, the 
influence of dialogue quality is only marginally significant. 

4 Discussion 

The results of this experiment suggest that, in a service encounter context, the main 
driver for positive attitudes towards the chatbot is the perception of competence – i.e., 
how efficient and effective the chatbot is perceived by the consumer. The second most 
important feature is perceiving the chatbot as being human-like (instead of machine-
like), although its influence on attitudes was much lower than of competence, suggest-
ing that, should there be a need to prioritize efforts, competence towards seems to out-
rank humanness for service encounters. It was striking that dialogue quality had only a 
marginally significant effect, which might suggest that users may be more forgiving of 
conversation breaks as long as they perceive that the agent is competent to complete 
the task. While these results contribute to our understanding of the importance of chat-
bot perceptions, it must be noted that the task performed by users was relatively simple, 
and that future research should expand these findings by investigating the influence of 
these perceptions on tasks of varying complexity and failure rate levels. 
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